
Human life 

 
Your physical body consists of three parts: 
 

1) Spirit   
2) Soul   
3) Physical body  

 
Your spirit, which is life itself and which represents you alone, comes directly from the Prime Creator 
who is absolute pure love and wisdom. This is the reason why I constantly emphasize that is 
important to take the life from spirituality, from innermost parts, because only here you can find the 
real truth. 
 
The soul is a characteristic manifestation of the spirit. Said in other word: the soul is a personage of 
spirit (I mean your specific behavior, properties etc.) 
 
The physical body on this planet only serves as a box, that allows you to see and experience this 
world. Human body was created by Pseudo-creators and this body serves to jail of the soul and spirit. 
At the same time spirit and soul were closed into proton cases created by Pseudo-creators to prevent 
access information from the true positive creation and from the Prime creator with his nature the 
Lord Jesus Christ. 
 
Because of this jail people overwhelmingly are forced to receive false information from the 
negative state = rejection of spirituality, rejection of God, accept only the existence of this physical 
world etc. 
 
The only way how to get out of this jail is to live a loving and harmonious life, start human spiritual 
journey, enter into himself (into your spirit) and establish a connection with the Prime creator with his 
nature the Lord Jesus Christ. If you will devote your heart (your spirit), if you will live in a harmonious 
and loving life and if you start human spiritual journey, it causes open your spiritual heart, which you 
need to establish a connection with the Prime creator with his nature the Lord Jesus Christ. If you 
take your life by this way, the negative state gradually lose control of you and will increase the 
amount of true information comming from the true positive creation and from the Prime creator with 
his nature the Lord Jesus Christ. 
 
All of the above is a very brief summary so I refer to visit this page: 

 
http://www.universe-people.com/english/texty_vytahy/htm/en/en_co_je_s_vasim_duchem_dusi_fyzickym_telem.htm 

 
I also refer to visit this page: 
 
http://www.universe-people.com/english/svetelna_knihovna/en_the_spiritual_path.htm 
 
And also this page: 

 
http://www.universe-people.com/english/letakovy_system/htm/en/en_podminky_spojeni_s_vesmirnymi_prateli.htm 
(and also with the Prime creator) 
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